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About
Y E S H O S P I TA L I T Y G RO U P

Yes Hospitality Group is a fresh, new face in today’s hospitality services
industry. With our solution-focused approach and flexible workforce,
we have quickly become one of the premium hospitality service
providers in Melbourne.
Since 2011 we have built a broad client base that includes hotels,
serviced apartments, public area, office cleaning and domestic
cleaning.
In a typical week we service more than 6000 rooms across Australia.
Some of our bigger clients include Hyatt Place, Melbourne Short Stay
Apartments and Apartments of Melbourne, just to name a few.

Our task force of cleaning operatives includes Room
Attendants, Housemen and Public Area Cleaners, supported by
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The founder of Yes Hospitality Group, Nadine Etiennette, along with

Supervisors, Executive Housekeepers and Administrative staff.

our senior management team, combined have vast experience in

All operatives at Yes Hospitality Group are security screened and

service to the hospitality, building services, and tourism industries.

are selected only after completing a thorough training program.

Yes Hospitality Group offers you the benefit with many years of experience

Our people take pride in their work, realising good service is good

which can only be acquired from time spent within varied hospitality and

business. We train our people to put the guest first, and to do the job

commercial cleaning environments. Our experience, coupled with our

properly the first time.

hands-on approach across all aspects of the business, means we understand
the issues and operational considerations you may encounter.
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Experts in
Hospitality
Services

Housekeeping services is a major department
of the hospitality industry. This department

Our program is modelled on real life

can lead to an increase of unnecessary

experience, along with correctly trained

financial burden as well as time. Let our

Housemen and Housekeepers, checklists, proper

industry experts take this burden away from

supervision and first-class communication.

you, by providing our Five Star Service and
allowing you to focus on your core business.

We provide hospitality solutions for hoteliers
across Melbourne. For each client we implement a

Yes Hospitality Group was specifically formed

We have the backup and depth in human

comprehensive outsourced housekeeping

to cater to the needs of the hospitality

resources to be able to “gear up” staffing

solution featuring on-site coordination and

services.

levels at peak occupancy periods, or “gear

communication, quality assurance and

We understand the problems and concerns

down” during those leaner occupancy

labour management. We can take care of all your

associated with managing daily cleaning

periods. Yes Hospitality Group has a

housekeeping services offering a “One-Stop-Shop”

schedules, rosters, quality audits, absenteeism

dedicated workforce focused specifically on

and payroll within the industry.

housekeeping.

•

Linen and Amenities
Public Area

We appreciate that there are high and low

We pride ourselves on providing not only a

•

periods of occupancy throughout the year.

quality cleaning service which surpasses our

•

Light Maintenance

competitors, but also the ability to design

•

Other ad-hoc cleaning requirements

cleaning programs and services around your
specific needs.
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Additional services we can provide:

IN PARTICULAR
OUR EMPLOYEES MUST:

Workplace
Health &
Safety
Yes Hospitality Group Workplace Health &

•

Report all injuries and hazards

•

Ensure safety equipment is used when
necessary

•

Protective clothing is worn when
required

•

Safe Work Practices (SWP) are followed

•

All electrical equipment is tested and
tagged

•

Ensure all areas are left clean and tidy

Safety (WH&S) is based on the well-being of
our people, our clients, the public and it is
major consideration in all our daily activities.
Our WH&S measures are observed by all staff, at all
times. We provide our clients with peace of mind by
using the safest chemicals and equipment. At Yes
Hospitality Group, we know safe work practices are
simply good business.
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Environment
Yes Hospitality Group has taken steps

As part of our strategy, Yes Hospitality

Wherever possible we use environmentally-

to address both the general and

Group is constantly seeking new

friendly, biodegradable cleaning chemicals.

site-specific environmental concerns

ways to improve the performance

Our operational practices have resulted in

inherent in the cleaning industry. We are

of our cleaning. Our people all have

the drastic reduction, and in some cases

continually making efforts to maximise

a responsibility to try to reduce our

elimination, of chemical use in some areas.

our contribution to solving the specific

environmental impact, and to prevent

Prior to purchase, we review supplier data

challenges facing our clients in this

pollution.

sheets to ensure that all chemicals we

important area of concern.

buy conform to our strict environmental
guidelines.
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Security
We know there is more to providing service

These policies form part of each employee’s

excellence than just being a good service

induction training.

provider. Our customers need to be certain
our staff are honest and can be trusted.

All Yes Hospitality Group operatives undergo
security checks. No staff member is employed

We recognise the importance of security,

without a Tax File Number, nor before

therefore, we rigorously uphold our own

identification checks have been completed.

security policies and those stipulated by
clients.

Your security and our reputation are of absolute
priority in the way we conduct our business.
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Employsure
Yes Hospitality Group has retained the
consultancy services of Employsure Pty Ltd,
to advise and support the business with its
workplace relations matters.
This includes Fair Work Act 2009 and
applicable Awards. Employsure also provide
Yes Hospitality Group with the benefit of
insurance cover against workplace relations
claims under the terms of the Fair Work Cover
Policy underwritten by QBE insurance Group
Limited.
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Resources
Yes Hospitality Group will provide appropriate materials
and equipment to deliver our Five Star Services.

Resources

Descr iption

Housekeeping Trolleys

Mobile work platforms used by Room Attendants to ensure all
relevant cleaning supplies and amenities are at hand.

Cleaning Chemicals
and Dispenser

Environmentally friendly and highly effective cleaning chemicals with low
odour. Dispenser to be installed in agreed location.

Vacuums

Robust industrial-strength vacuum cleaners.

Cleaning Equipment

Spray bottles, microfiber cleaning cloths, mops, dusters, doodlebugs and other cleaning equipment.

Public Liability Insurance

$20 million public liability insurance applies
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Required
Materials/
Resources
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To enable us to deliver our service, the
following materials or resources are to
be made available at or around the time
of service commencement.

Mater ials to be
supplied by client
1

2

3

4

A suitable room to serve

Suitable storage facilities and

Spare inventory items, including:

Two sets of keys/swipes for

as Operations Centre, with

shelving for chemicals, linen,

mattress protectors, pillow

each room – one for cleaners,

telephone linked to Reception

amenities and spare inventory

protectors, spare throws,

one for supervisor to monitor

and network access for

items (usually co-located with

cushions, cutlery, ironing boards

quality

updating hotel management

Operations Centre)

and covers

system

5

6

7

Suitable materials for

Basic Washroom facilities

Access to hotel

staff inductions, including

for staff

management and training

emergency procedures

systems (e.g. RMS, Opera,

& assembly point details

Hirum)
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Why
Outsource?

Defined Service
Standards
We work with you to define the
standards you expect for each aspect
of your property, we then apply our
quality management processes to
ensure we meet those standards
every time.

Outsourcing cleaning services is a strategic
business decision with many great benefits.
You can gain a competitive advantage by
outsourcing, as it saves you time
and resources, enabling you to focus on
growing your business and outshining your
competition. It all comes down to a simple
goal: making your business more efficient.
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Flexible
Labour
Arrangements
Contract cleaning personnel are
available when you need them, for
as long as you need them and can
be scaled up or down.

Reduced
Labour
Costs
Significant overhead costs can be
removed from your business
(leave, taxes, allowances,
penalties, etc.).

Reduced
Capital
Cost
Chemicals, cleaning supplies
and consumables are sourced
and maintained by the cleaning
provider.

Simplified
Risk
Management
Regulatory requirements and
operational risks are not negated
completely but contract cleaners
assume significant responsibility.

Industry
Experience
Our cleaners get it right the first
time and save you money.

Specialist
Skills
As a professional contractor we can
provide window cleaning, steam
cleaning, hard floor treatments and
other specialist cleaning services
when you need them.
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Hya tt P l ac e
M elbou r n e
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Hyatt Place Melbourne, Essendon Fields
is part of the Hyatt Hotels & Resorts group
and one of newest hotels in Melbourne,
Australia; official opening was in May
2017. We are located within the Essendon
Fields precinct offering 166 guest rooms
as well as meeting facilities. The Australian
Events Center is located next door with
capacity to do functions from l 0 to l 000
person sit down.

Apart from their commitment to get the
job done per our brand standards and
their driven leadership, additional points
that contrast Yes Hospitality Group were
their exclusive model, not only looking
after the housekeeping team but all the
other areas attached to the department.
This structure has enabled Hyatt Place
Melbourne to focus more on the service
front of house.

Prior to opening our doors to the public,
Hyatt Place Melbourne, Essendon
Fields was in need of an exclusive
Housekeeping organization to provide
services on a day-to-day operation. After
considerable review of all proposals we
were delighted to start our partnership
with Yes Hospitality Group.

Since the appointment, I am delighted
to mention that Hyatt Place Melbourne
has made the right choice and the
relationship between the companies is
certainly valued. As their name suggests,
nothing seems to be a problem and the

answer has always been yes for anything
we have requested to be looked at or
amended. I would highly recommend Yes
Hospitality Group to any business looking
to implement excellent, worry-free,
pristine and committed service.
Should you need any further information,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Nor man Khan
General Manager
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Conclusion
Thank you for your
consideration.

We look forward to working with you and supporting
your efforts to deliver a great customer experience
with our outsourced housekeeping services. We are
confident that we can meet the challenges ahead, and
stand ready to partner with you in delivering an effective
cleaning solution.

If you have questions about
Yes Hospitality Group, feel free to contact
Nadine Etiennette - Director, at your
convenience by email at
nadine@yh-group.com.au
or by phone on 1800 312 599
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